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INTRODUCTION

Generally it is believed that in a power station when there is a

demand for process steam and also demand for heating, most of the

auxiliaries of the plant should be arranged to be driven by steam

rather than using electrical energy for them. This is, however, a

general remark and a correct selection can be made only after a detailed

study is made of all factors involved. The V. P. I. central heating and

power plant works mainly as a heating station, generation of electrical

energy, being a by—product. So this problem is completely different

from the standpoint of a general power station. This station supplies

heating steam to the college through two different pressure lines. One

is the low pressure, and the other is the high pressure line. The low

pressure heating load is largely met by the entire exhaust of Allia-

Chalmers Back Pressure turbine. The low pressure heating line requires

a pressure of three to six psig and the high pressure line requires 75

to 100 psig. The high pressure load is met by, first throttling the

steam from 250 psig to 160 psig through a pressure reducing valve and

then bringing it down to the required pressure by throttling further

through a second set of pressure reducing valves. The boiler and the

turbine are run according to the demand of the low pressure and high

pressure heating loads and therefore, they are directly dependent on

on the outside temperature. During the period lnvestigated, the high

pressure steam was supplied to Dining hall, Infirmary, Wood Research

Laboratory, Dairy building, Girls Dormitory, Davidson Hall, Faculty

Apartment, and Green house. Out of these only the Girls Dormitory and
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the Green house are heated by the high pressure steam. The rest is for

process work or for the need of laboratory experiments.

This load picture shows that the load of the plant varies much in

seasons and accordingly, the generation of steam is variable. Now

looking back to the boiler feed—water pumping system, it is found that

the feed water is being conetantly supplied to the boiler by a pump being

driven by an electric motor. To supply feed-water to number 5 and 6

boilers, there are three pumping units, two with the capacity of 100

gpm each and the third one being 120 gpm. One pump is driven by a

westinghouse constant speed 50 hp induction motor, the second one being

driven by a Moore steam turbine and the last one by a Wheaton steam

turbine.

According to observation of Mr. Flemingl in his thesis, for the

Power and Fuel Engineering, the feed pump is generally driven by the

electric motor and the steam units are kept as stand-by units. Now

as the steam for the high pressure heating lines is supplied by

throttling live steam of 250 psig to 75 psig, through the pressure

reducing valves, consideration may therefore be given whether this

amount of steam can usefully be utilized in a turbine and then exhausting

to the high pressure heating lines. This would conserve available

energy which is at present being wasted by the throttling. A turbine

such as this, could be used to drive the boiler feed pump. The present

system of throttling 75 psig steam from 250 psig by pressure reducing

valves may however be retained to cope with emergency and for accom-
E

modating excess steam load that can not be handled by the turbine
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7concerned.1..

Mr. D. ,¤«. Flemimjüe thesie: Q Study _c__i‘_ the Electric end Steam Driven
Feed Pumg for lg. Q Boiler, V. I. Publiceticn, June 1951.

I
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REVIEYQ§_LITERATURES

It is wise men's desire to extract as much work and heat as possible

from the expanding steam and most all Utility concerns strive to echieve

the best result. The Virginia Polytechnic Institute, heat and power

station, is an excellent source of investigation on this field. There

is a large demand of heating and process steam, and the demand of the

electrical load is fairly great as it takes care of the campus and town

of Blacksburg. Quoting Mr. Herbert Add1eon'e remark in his book titled

as Centrifugal ggg_Rotodynam1c Egmpg, it is found that the most econom-

ical drive for the pump for feed-water, which is a part of an electrical

generating plant, ie by a direct coupled electric motor. In another

place he has commented that in the demand of process steam, the consid-

eretlon of steam driven units, have to be thought of. This part of the

comment is favourable to our investigation, as V. P. I. heating and

power plant is not prlmarily electric generating station, generation of

electrical energy being a by-product. Mr. Terrel Croft states that

selection cf boiler feed pump drive depends upon local condition, facil-

ities, initial cost, maintenance charges, and above all the operating

cost. The entire factor of the selection of drive ie so complicated

that it is difficult to draw e clear cut line of demarcation.

Mr. D. A. Fleming in his thesis for Power and Fuel Engineering,

proved that for the V. P. I. power plant, lt is more economical to run

the boiler feed pumpe by electrical motor, than by turbine exhausting

to the low pressure line, es steam can be used more efficiently in the

main turblne. He commented, and subsequently admitted, that the facility

I
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of turbine driven pump is that the pump output can be readily and effect- !

ively controlled by the steam flow adjustment only. Another advantage l

marked by him in his thesis is that, a turbine adjusts itself to the

fluctuetion of power demand on it.

Mr. A. D. Some, in his paper at the fall 1951 meeting of ASME has

commented about process steam turbine for industry and said where steam

must ba generated to serve the needs of the process, by-product power

can be made by s process turblne at an additional fuel consumption of

approxlmately 4250 btu per kw·hr., as compared with 11,500 btu per kw-hr

for prima mover in an equivalent plant. In another place in the same

discussion, he has commented that besically the turbine accommodates

itself to the steam flow required by the process while extractlng as

much power as practicable. The flow through the turbine must exactly

balance the process requirements.

Kr. Lawrence Mcrow in his paper,'Prevent §tggg_§agte_wlth_Turbine

Driven Refrigeration Qn;tg' saysisince many types of turbines are

available, steam can be utilized at almost any initial and back pressure.

First cost is higher than for motor driven units but operating expenses

are usually substantlally low. When a turbine is used as a reducing

valve in the heat balance of a plant the cost of operations is extremely

1ow.’

In another place Mr. C. M. Sieben while discussing the §ggt_Balance

g£_g;Brewery commented that if there is no additional labor cost which

will offset any saving and if it would result in a lower cost per unit

of production and while a good heat balance is definitely desireable, it



can be expected that the use of an exhaust turbine for the process work

will definitely offer a saving which again will justify a fair return on

additional investment.

The comments of Mr. A. A. Cummins and Mr. H. N. Bernard in their

discussion of the Bglgg_fg£ Revamoing §ggll_Plants, says, ”Among small

plant operators there is considerable loose thinking relative to the

economy of by-product power generation. while in many cases it may be

a profitable procedure, considerable care is necessary in selecting the

proper size and character of the equipment. Where steam can be reduced

from boiler pressure to heatlng header pressure hy passing it through a

turbine or engine instead of a reducing valves, mechanical or electrical
’

power can be secured for approximately coal consumption of g pound per

kwhr. If coal costs $5.00 per ton, the fuel cost would be li mills per

kw·hr. There is however, the investment and operating cost of the engine

or turbine to consider.

In another article of ÜThg_Engineer,” March 6, 1942, it is found in

a discussion titled as TgghgyGenerator Installation £g_Brewegy, that the

author recommended to retain the existing pressure reducing valve as an

alternate means of throttling the steam. The reducing valve, however

should be provided with the means of adjustment of such a way that this
[

path remains closed as long as the Quantity of steam passing through the

turbine is sufficient to cover the steam demand of the line. He suggested

that the steam passing through the turhine should be regulated to give a

uniform back pressure independent of the Quantity of steam demand.
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THE INVESTIGATIOH

A. OBJECT

This investigation was carried out to study the economic justification

of using a small turbine rather than a pressure reducing valve between

the high pressure header and the high pressure heating lines of the

V. P. I. Power Plant, so that the steam may be usefully utilized by

expanding in the turbine and thus to have some amount of work out of it.
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INVESTIGATION

B. MFTHOE OF PROCEDURE

l. Ejggg

as the problem is to justify the use of a turbine to be worked as

pressure reducing valves between the high pressure header and the high

pressure heating lines by taking steam at 250 psig and exhausting st 75

psig to high pressure heating meins, the first job is to find out the

high pressure heating load of the plant. This high pressure heating

load is recorded by the recording meters on the plant. As the work out-

put of the proposed turbine may be better utilized if it is given the

work of taking the entire load of supplying power to drive, the feed

. water pump of the boiler, the next step is to determine the feed water

pumping load of the plant. These data are also available from the

7 recording meters readings of the plant. These heating load and the

feed water pumping load data should be tabulated and shown through

curves with an hourly duration basis. As the maximum load of heating

steam and pumping will be recorded during the winter and the minimum

in the summer, two groups of curvee will be sufficient, if they are

drawn with average values of six winter and summer months. Thus the

average peak and minimum values on an average for the winter and summer

months could be recorded from these two curves.

The above values of heating load will be required to find out the

- available steam to drive a turbine and a decision of the size of the

turbine could be made by consulting the manufacturer's specifications.

The power required to pump the necessary feed water can be had from the
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pump manufacturer'sspeoification.If

the present pumping unit is retained, the energy consumption by (

the present induction motor driving the pump, can be found out from the

observation of Mr. Fleming in his thesis.

Once the rating of the turbine and the pump drive, have been con-

sidered, the next step will be to find out from the turbine and pump

manufacturers specifications (l) how much steam a turbine will be requi-

red to use to pump the desired amount of feed water and (2) how much

steam will be available surplus that can be otherwise utllized and also

(3) if the steam supply to the turbine is less than its demand, to cope

with the demanded work of feed water pumping, by how much amount it will

run short. To get these figures, it is necessary to subtract the horse-

power required to pump the desired amount of water to the boiler, from

the available horsepower generated by the turbine.

(If the high pressure heating load is such that a turbine can develop

enough horsepower which is more than the horsepower to be required for

driving the feed water pump, consideration may then be given to trans-

form the effort of the turbine into the generation of electrical energy

through an induction motor, to be run as a generator. The reason behind

this suggestion being that it is rather simple to transfer the total

turbine output into electrical energy and then to utilize it through

different motors, driving the plant auxiliaries or it may be used wholly

to increase the station killowats output. The induction motor has also

the advantage of being the initially low cost unit and also best suited

for a work like this sort of situation, of generating by-product
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electrical energy.

The rating of this induction motor could be determined from the

available output of the turbine during different periods of the year.

After a definite decision has been reached as to the size of the units

and their steam and heat rates, the economical aspect of this proposi-

tion has to be considered. ln the exsisting system the feed water is

being pumped by an induction motor, consuming electrical energy from

the station. So the computation of this energy cost at different load

periods has to be made from the observation of Hr. Eleming's thesis.

The amount of electrical energy generated by the turbine, the portion

of it used for driving the pump, and the balance in excess have to be

determined, to get the respective values to reach at a point of economic

justification.

The cost of computation of the electrical energy should be done as

per contract rate of the Appalachian Electric Company and es the cost of

steam generation by the plant is known, the cost of this steam used up

by the turbine from the point of heat value of steam can be determined.
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INVESTIGATION

B. METHWD OF PROCEDURE

2. FACTORS INVOLVED

To work with the plan leid out in the previous chapter, it was found

that the main factor is the evaluation and the taking of data for the

high pressure heating load (75 psig) and load for the feed water pumping,

from the best available sources. The plant log-sheet records, daily data

of each such items as boiler evaporation, high pressure and low pressure

steam used, steam used for the auxiliaries etc, with the details of daily

running important information of the plant equipment. But as to get the

true picture of these heating steam and feed water pumping load, it is

required to get an hourly variation of these loade, these values were to

be found out from the readings of the recording meters for that purpose.

On looking to the recording charts for both heatlng and pumping load, it

was found, that due to mechanical defects of the recorders, some of the

recordings were irregular and in some cases they are incomplete. Thus it

is difficult to compute an average monthly load on hourly duration basis,

by dividing the sum of each days hourly characteristic load values per

month by the number of days. In some cases, these recordings are incom-

plete and in some cases they are so irregular that they should not be

considered as the true trend of load. This factor was faced for both

heating steam load and also for pumping load of the feed water.

The next factor about the value of total heating steam load is that

there is a meter which records the high pressure heating steam consump—

tion of the V. P. I. infirmary, separately from the other consumption.



This particular meter is an integrating type, by which the hourly

recording of demand can not be determined. Therefore, to complete this

investigation from the best possible sources of information, the average

value of this consumption per hour will have to satisfy our want. The

third factor in the determination of the size of s turbine unit, is to

find out the necessary details of steam rate of the unit and its load

characteristic curves to show how much steam will be required to run at

different load capacity of the unit. The only possible and easy way is

to consult manufacturer's specification and quotation. The similar

details in respect of feed water pump showing different power consumption

at variant capacity of the pump will have to be found out from the pump

manufacturer': commitments.

As the pumping load was computed from charts showing evaporation of

the boiler, the value of blow down should be added to this value. From

the consideration of the plant water treatment condition, a value of 3é%

can be assumed which is a quite reasonable figure from the point of safe

boiler feed water concentration.

This assumption was seconded by Mr. DeBusk, Utility Engineer of the

V. P. I. heat and power plant, from his experience of previous investi-

gation and data available for lt.
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Egg INVESTIGATION

B. METHOD OF PROOEDURE

3. PROCEDURE

Te draw a logical sequence of development in the chapter of procedure

adopted te complete this investigation, is to look to the points as (a)

the study of original data fer both two main items of observation as the

high pressure (75 psig) steam lead and the feed water pumping load of the

plant from the recording chart ef the plant and to eompute their hourly

lead values and then to (b) use the available values ef steam load and

pumping load to drive a turbine and to decide the economical size of the

unit based on above figures. The next step is to evaluate the surplus

energy after epending the necessary energy for pump or defeicit of the

same and how to meet this problem. The investigation could be coneluded

with the observation of the economic justification of these arrangements.

Now, to follow step by step the above sequence, the high pressure

steam load of the plant was calculated by taking three days a month's

feasible and possible data of the recording meter ef the plant. The

spacing between these three days interval was tried te be kept within ten

days. The V. P. I. infirmary lead on the high pressure steam was found out

by dividing the total daily reading of the integrating type of meter on

this account by 24 hours a day, to get the average value per hour of the

day. These hourly infirmary lead of high pressure steam were added to

‘ the data received and computed from recording meters chart. The reason

for adopting such a way of computation was discussed in the chapter under

'Factor involved' . However, the main point of defense on this step of
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evaluation of data is the effort to get the best possible data from the

most suitable and available resources under this investigation. more-

over, this heating steam load remains fairly constant during each day of

a month, unless there is unusual and sudden changes of outside temperature.

For example, three days figures for the month of April 1952, for five

different perieds of a day, were quoted here.

Date 8 a.m. 11 a.m. 5 p.m. 3 a.m. 7 a.m.

Apr11 11, 1962 v61s vsss #/nr. 7613 8113 #/nr. vsee ß/hr.

April 20, 1952 7330 #/hr. 7330 #/hr. 7330 §/hr. 7430 #/hr. 7330 §/hr.

April 30, 1952 7908 #/hr. 7658 ß/hr. 7408 #/hr. 7408 ä/hr. 7408 #/hr.

On examining the charts, it was found that this sort of change is

very rare, and a liberal margin of capacity of the driven units, will be

able to take this sudden increase in load. Now, as outlined in the chap-

ter of the plan of this investigation, the observations were grouped into

two terms as winter and sumer. The winter term was assumed to begin with

November 1951 till April 1952 while the sumer term will include May and

June 1952 with July 1951 to October 1951. The reason for considering the

months of observation as such, from the middle of the year, beginning in

July 1951 and ending June 1952, being that, a number of the campus lines

on 75 psig heating load have been shifted to low pressure (3 to 6 psig)

heating main before July 1951.

Now as the demand of the high pressure steam and the pumping load are

maximum during the winter term, where as, in the summer it is very low,

maximum peak will be available from the winter term figure with a minimum

available load from summer and which again will determine the rating of a
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turbine unit that is to be installed. As detailed this factor in the

previous chapter, the computation of a suitable size of a steam turbine,

to be driven from the available steam load, will be determined from the

details furnished by THE TERRY STEAM TURBINE COMPANY'S representative,

THE HAWKINS—HAMILTON COMPANY, and which was subsequently plotted to a

curve shown with a title of "Performance curve for Terry turblne", in

curve number ”C”. The average values for the steam and the pumplng load

was calculated for these two terms, which is in this case six. The

rating of the turbine and generator units have been made from these

average values. It was decided to run the turbine and the generator

units always at 10% overload capacity when ever possible and especially

in the winter term. As per plan detailed before, this proposed turbine

will be given the work of pumping feed water to the boiler throughout

the year. Therefore any ezcess surplus energy, if available, from the

output of the turbine, after meeting the power required for pumping load,

should be pushed back to the station bus-bar to increase the killowatt

output of the station. On the other hand, if the available effort of the

turbine is less than demanded effort of the pump, the motor driving the

pump will be free to draw out the deficit energy from the station bus-bar.

Curves that were plotted from these data, have been grouped as showing

the average winter and summer term 75 psig steam load through curve titled

as "Feed water pumping demand” and was marked as "B”. These two curves

show the relation of pounds of high pressure heating steam demand or

pounds of feed water demand of the boiler on an hourly load basis for a

day of 24 hours. A curve was copied from the details of the load power
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performance of the Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation's pump to

show the relation of horsepower required against capacity of the pump in

gallons per minute. This was marked as "D" curve. The fifth curve

required in this investigation is the information found by Mr. Fleming in

his thesis, to get the relation of boiler evaporation in pounds per hour

with kilowatts required to drive the pump. This curve was a true copy of

Hr. Fleming's work and was marked as curve ”E".

Now coming to the justification of the economics of this proposition,

the cslculations have been conducted as (l) to find out the heat rate of

the turbine per pound of steam used. The available steam rate of the

turbine as received from Terry Steam Turbine Company, may be used to

divide the heat equivalent of horsepower hour output of the turbine and

again this result is divided by the efficiency of the turbine. This will

give the work in BTU per pound of steam.

Computation of the cost of BTU used was found cut by multiplying the

ratio of BTU used by the turblne to BTU available per pound of steam at

the initial supply condition of steam with the cost of steam as found out

by the plant. The total cost of running the turbine per day based on

this heat value of the steam was calculated by multiplying the total

steam consumption for 24 hours a day with the cost of BTU per pound of

steam. Then by finding out the average feed water pumping load for a

day and from curve "E" the corresponding kilowatt consumption of the

motor driving the pump was found out. The cost of this electrieal energy

at contract rate with Appalachian Electric Company was determined. When

there is an excess of electrical energy available to the station bus-bar
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or whenever any deficit of electrical energy was drawn from the station

output, their values were calculated in the similar way at the contract

rate of the plant. The savings will be found out when the total running

cost of the turbine, to develop the necessary power for driving feed water

pump and to supply excess energy to the station output in kilowatts, will

be deducted from the total sum of the cost of the electrical energy other-

wise expended if the pump would have been driven by electric motor drawing

current from the station bus-bar and the cost of the surplus electrical

energy put to the station output. The same procedure will be edopted for

computing the sumer and winter term load condition and to find out

respective prospect of economics.
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(1) Feed water pumolug load in oouude her hour

PL
„·6B„‘3’32

+ 23%
PL e 70,722 lbs per hour

Where: St ¤ steam flow in lbs/hour ae reoorded by meter

(69,332 lbe/hour is the average steam flow at 8 a,m,
1 time for the mouth of November 1951,)

Bd a Blow down lose, aesumed ae 3 l/2¢ of steam flow in

lbs/hour

--.&!..· .,1*- fr %_ *& •L„I·% „c"

(2) Throttle flow in pounde per hour

Tf 8 S•R, I H,P•

rf „ 6¤.5 1 100
Tt, e 6950 lbs/hour

Where: S,R, -2 steam rate of the turbiue from the Terry steam

turbine com·0ax1y'e details, in lbs/ho hour

H,P, „.- total horeeuower outuut ner hour

(3) Heat rate of turbiue in BTU/lb of steam
Hs**1- * mt

:1 25}.*5 6,6 BTU/lb¤‘ ” 60.5 ” 3
Where: HG e heat eouivaleut of one horsemower hour in BTU
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S,R, a Steam rate at rated camaeity of a 100 horsepower

from the Terry turbiue com0a¤y's details, in 1bs/

horsesewer hour,

(M) Het BTU eensumutiou by the turbine while cohsiderimg loseee

hxhr ' 1:1.,,::;
6 6h .....2.. ....*' ’ 1-,0,2-.02

hr „ 3**.12 am/1b

Where: LB ¤ lossee as mereemt due to frietien in beariug and

wiudage etc., amd aesumed an 2%

L, • lesses in radiatiou which is assumed as 2%

(5) Net euthalpy added in beiler in BTU/lb of steam

¤¤ ·= (Es • Er)
qu „ (1263 - 190)
Qa e 1073 BTU/lb cf steam

Where: E, e euthalay of steam at the eeuditieu of iulet to turbiue

im am/1b
(250 psig at 10o° sumerheat)_ 1

Ef a enthaluy of eutering feed water in BTU/sound

(6) Cost of BTU used per poumd of steam hy the turbine in dollare

e 12 #0. 22°1= = %'6"7'3’ *‘ TÖUZT
GB „ ¢0,*')0O00‘78

Where: C8 ¤ cost ef one veumd ef steam in dollars



(7) Total ceet of BTW used by the tnrbine at full load capacity per day

in dollars

ct 5 Pl X X t

Ct ¤ 6e5o x 0,0000078 x zu

ct e $1.296
Where: P8 „ peunde of steam used by the turbine per hour at the

considered cap city

t a houre in a day

(8) Present cost ef eleotrical energy for pumping feed water by

electric meter ner day

ra „ u5,6 x zu I 0,006
Pc a $8.8 ner day

Where: Kg
de

Kllowatte used by the motor to pump the average

winter term feed water lead of 6l,b?7 lb/hour ae

per curve number
*E”.

Ckv e value ef Kwhr, in dollar! as ner contract rate with

the Appalachian Electric Company.

(9) Surplue electrical energy available in Kilewatte

sa e (mg - mp)

e 29.ü Wilewatte
Where: Eg e electrical energy generated by the inductien generator

having an efficiency of 90¢ working with an overload
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capacity of 10%

Ep e electrical energy innt to the motor for numping

feed water ae per curve number
*W”,

(10) Value of eurplue electrical energy at the contract rate with the

Appalachlan Electrical Company

V". ¤ Se x 0,008 x ta?

V', e 29,U x 0,008 x ZU

ven • $5.65 per day

Where: tay e average period of run in a day

(11) Savings ner day

ed „ (rc - ct) + v„
ed „ ($2,6 - $1,296) + $5,65
ed „ (ev.5m¤ + $5,65)

Gd(12)

Gain for winter term of 6 monthe at the above rate

Tg ¤ 13.15U x 30 x 6

Tg a $2370

Where: Ta e total number of daye in winter term
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Available average heating steam during summer e b607.5 lb/hour

Kilewatte generated from the above steam load from eurve ”C“ a
ßgag , 29,b

Steam rate ef turbine at the reduced eanaoity ef the turbine in

pounde per hersenewer from eurve ”C” e 121,2 lb/hersepower hour

(13) Heat rate in BTU/lb of steam

**1 1 B. .1 121.2
hr „ 21.5 BTU/pmma

(lb) Net heat rate in BTU/lb when considerlng loeees (as in winter

term)
hn „ ..--}.*1:........1-0, 02-0, 02

2hn ” 0%
an „ 22.b Bw/111

(15) Total cost of this BTU of steam for 2b hours of run at the

nrevailing threttllng flow of steam

T x $0.92 x 2b x P!B · 55;**;*1000········
TB 1072 2 1000

Average numning load ner day in summer term from data sheet
27,233 lblhour

Pewer required te puma this amount of water from eurve number ”E”
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is bl,6 kilowatts ner hour

Where: Pa a available steam flow for the summer term on the

average in lb/hour

(16) Cost of this kilowatte per day of 2h hours

Ck a ¤1,6 x 2b x 0,008

(17) Electrical energy running short from the induction generator

to supply the motor of the pump

tm „ M1,6 - eau
Esh ¤ 13,2 Kilovatts

Where: Eq a kilowatts energy reouired to pump the demanded

quantity of feed vater

Ea e kilowatts available from the generation of electrical

energy in the turbine

(18) Xilowatts short per day of 2b hours running

13,2 x 2H ¤ 316 kilovatts per day

(19) Cost of electrical energy lying short of generation and that has

to be met from the station bue·bar

316 x 0,008 a $2.52 per day

(20) Net cost of driving the motor for feed vater

Nt ¤ Cab + Cbt



Ht a $2,52 +$0,507Nt
es $3. G2?

Where: Cah a Cost of electrioal energy running short of

generation from the induotion generator in

dollars

Cbt = Cost of BTU need by the turbine to develov the
required energy in dollere

(21) Savings in dollare per day of summer

8 a Ck • Ht
S ¤ $8, OÖ • 027

8 ¤ $h,973

(22} Savings for the whole summer term of six months

S, a $U_¤73·x 30 x 6

S.

¤(237Savings for both term (winter and summer)

es + S8 _
• $2370 + $895

¤ $3265
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DISCUSSION_Q§ RESULTS

This chapter of discussion may be grouped under (1) determination of

the size of a turbine and generator units and (2) economics of their

introduction.

To decide the size of the above units the only data helpful in this

case is the high pressure heating load of the plant. From the data sheet,

it is found that the value of the average winter term steam load is 7827

lb per hour while in the sumer it drops down to 4607.5 lb per hour. Row

checking the curve "C”, it was found that the maximum steam consumption

by a 100 horsepower unit is 6950 lb per hour, which in the summer term

will be able to develop only 58 horsepower. As regards peak demand of

this steam at 8 a.m., it was 8502 lb per hour for winter and 4778 lb per

hour in summer.

The question that arises out of these figures is that a bigger size

unit is quite befitting for a winter load but considering the loss in

efficiency that will occur in the summer term, when the whole unit will

run at a much lower capacity, it may be decided that a turbine with a

100 horsepower capacity is just a judicious selection. The heavy increase

on steam rate at low load surely baffles the idea of the consideration of

a bigger unit.

Now to handle the full demand of steam load, when this turbine will

be able to accommodate only 6950 lb per hour, the excess steam may be

throttled by the present system of passing through the pressure reducing

valves.

The size of the induction generator should be therefore also of the
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same size of the turbine. It may safely be assumed that both of these

units may be able to be run at 10% overload all the time in the winter

term or whenever steam load will be befitting.

As the electrical energy running short in the sumer term is by

13.2 kilowatts an hour it is better to keep the present setup of driving

the feed pump by electrical motor and let the proposed units of the

turbine and the induction generator be installed separately in any other

convenient place. As the induction generator has to be hooked up with

the station bus·bar to get the magnetising current, let the motor driving

the feed pump be hooked up with the induction generator terminals. Thus

in the winter term this motor driving the feed water pump will draw its

current from the induction generator and in the summer term when there

will be a deficit of power from this terminal of the induction generator,

the motor will also be able to draw its driving current from the station

bus—bar.

Discussing the feasibility of coupling the feed pump with the turbine

and the induction generator, on the same shaft with each other, it is

found that much complication of mechanical coupling the three units and

their problem of drawinp a relation in driving with respect to each others

characteristic demand, comes up, which can safely he avoided if the above

suggested setup is followed.

From the results shown in the curves and data sheets, it is defended

as only the necessary figures that are actually required to draw up con—

clusion, in plottlng curvas and in calculating economics of this proposi-

tion, have been brought in. All other data and curves, which have very
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little bearing on above, have been eliminated. This will help to get the

objectives of this thesis easily subjected to comment and also to grasp

the idea behind it.

Now looking to the details of the problem of economics, it was found

from the attached data sheet that the average feed water pumping load for

the winter term is 61,423 lb per hour whereas in the summer, lt is 27,235

lb per hour. The electrical energy that has to be spent up for these

pumping loads was recorded by Mr. Fleming in his thesis and found to be

45.6 kw for the winter end 41.6 kw for the summer time load. So the

first advantage of this proposition is found out when the present setup

will be able to relieve the cost of this electrical energy at a much less

cost. The cost for the present feed water pumping system is $8.8 per day
f

in the winter term and it can be accomplished by a cost of $1.296, thus

showing a saving of about $7.54 per day in the winter term, when in the

sumer term there will be some deficit of electrical energy and as it was

shown in the sample of calculation that it is still a prospective proposi—

tion, by showing a profit of about $4.973 per day.
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CONCLUSION

In drawing the conclusion of this investigation, it may be commented

here that the present proposition shows a definite sign of profit by a

return of about $3265 per year. Considering the initial cost of the

turbine and the induction motor, they are found to be about $1613 and

$1000 respectively. If a more than 25% cost be taken into consideration

on the account of installation of these units, still the whole cost shows

to be realzed within a year of running of the unit.

Thus, it can be recommended here that a 100 horse power back pressure

turbine and a 100 HP induction motor to be worked as a generator may be

installed to work as a pressure reducing valve between the high pressure

header and the high pressure heating main. The turbine will take steam

at 250 psig and at 100° superheat and exhaust at 75 psig. This exhaust

steam will be led to the present 75 psig heating lines, which are now

being supplied with the steam of the above pressure by throttling the '

steam through the pressure reducing valves. When the demand of steam

will be such that the entire exheust of the turbine will be insufficient

to cope with, the pressure reducing valves should be operated to supply

the extra steam at the required pressure.

The induction generator terminal should be connected to the station

bus·bar and motor driving the pump be hooked up with the generator

terminal.

Further investigation on this project is needed and may be followed

es per tabled in the chapter of recommendation.
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' RECOMENDATIONS

l. A study may be extended to find out how much more steam in the

future will be passed to the high pressure heating lines, to oops with

the demand of the heat units requirements for the lines.

2. Also to find out lf it is economioal to use more live steam for

this purpose, when the heat value of the exhausting steam from the

turbine is less than the live steam from the boiler.
3. The study may be extended to know if it is economical to use

enough live steam to run the turbine at full load at all times and even

in summer when steam demand is very low.

4. The above study may also be direeted to find out the economical

feasibility of using a synchrenous generator with a d.c. exciter than an

induction motor.

I
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SUMMARY

At present the high pressure (75 psig) steam is supplied to the need

of the campuss need of process work, as in the Dinning Hall, Infirmary,

Green House, etc., from the V. P. I. central heat and power station, first

by throttling the live steam at 250 to 160 psig and then to 75 psig through

pressure reducing valves. Thus the whole amount of steam that is under

this pressure reducing valve suffering a reduction in pressure, is doing

no useful work and there may be a possibility of extracting some amount

of work from this steam.

Thus the object of this investigation was directed to find how much

available energy that can be extracted from the otherwise waste heat of

the steam while under throttling through pressure reducing velves. To

extract as much work as possible it was desired to install a back pressure

turbine to work es a pressure reducing valve between the high pressure

header of the boiler and the high pressure heating lines.

At the beginning of this investigation, it was decided to divide the

whole year of investigation into two terms, as winter and summer term.

The winter term was supposed to begin from the month of November and

end in April, while the summer term ranges from May to October. The

period under consideration in this thesis was from the month of July

1951 to June 1952. The reason being that many high pressure heating lines

have been put to low pressure (5 to 6 psig) heating meins before this

period.

While computing the data, it was found that there is enough high

pressure heating load demand for the whole winter term to run a 100 hp
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turbine, while in the summer term also it will be able to serve the

purpose it will be put in. To utilize the work output of this turbine,

it was thought, to employ it in the feed water, pumping job of the boiler,

which is now being done by a 50 hp induction motor, consuming electrical

energy from the line. Vhile etudying the steam rate of this turbine from

the manufacturer's quotation, and the pump load charecteristic of the

worthington pump and Nachinery Corporation, it was found that the turbine

will not only be able to develop power enough to do the entire feed water

pumping job during the winter, but also be able to supply a fair amount

of electrical energy, if an induction motor be employed to generate the

electrical energy. The result obtained is an encouraging one, as the

whole cost of units (turbine and generator) with a 25% more on installa—

tion charge will be recouped with a year's saving. lt is therefore

concluded that a 100 hp turbine with an induction generator of 74.6 KW

capacity may be installed and this will surely justify the proposition.

As the demand of high pressure steam during the winter term is more

than the turbine of 100 hp can handle, it may be recommended to retain

the present pressure reducing valves working, so that any time the demand

is more, than the turbine can handle it will be passed through the

pressure reducing valves. The induction generator will do the whole job

of electrical generation and will supply electrical energy to the motor,

now driving the pump of the feed water supply, and will push extra

electrical energy to the line bus—bar for the increase of total kw out—

put of the station.

The investigetion shows a sign of savings of *5265. per year which
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will be able to compensate the initial and layout cost of this recommended

propoeition.
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WINTER TEEN 75 Pßig STEAM LOAD IN POUNDS FER HOUE

Nov. Deo. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.1951 1951 1952 1952 1952 1952 $:::77

8 ¤•¤• 5,368 9,017 10,183 9,666 9,386 7,617 8,502
9 •,¤• 5,116 8,851 10,016 9,665 9,303 7,700 8,666

10 a.m. 5,186 9,267 10,183 8,896 8,969 7,850 8,561
11 •.m. 5,001 8,636 9,516 8,562 9,136 7,617 8,06h
12 neon 6,867 7,817 9,266 8,062 8,386 7,667 7,677
1 p,¤• 5,066 8,101 9,516 8,062 8,553 7,683 7,793
2 p.m. 6,601 8,351 9,683 8,062 8,669 7,686 7,810
3 P•¤• 6,951 8,686 9,899 8,296 8,553 7,817 8,033 .
6 p.m. 6,617 8,551 9,969 8,112 8,319 7,550 7,616
5 p.¤, 6,368 8,667 10,183 8,396 8,219 7,650 7,867
6 p.m. 6,201 8,626 10,169 8,312 8,636 7,736 7,812
7 p.m, 6,268 8,186 10,266 8,662 8,503 7,617 7,866
8 p.¤. 6,336 8,101 9,933 8,679 8,386 7,936 7,883
9 P•¤• 3,868 7,851 9,869 8,696 8,386 7,586 7,705

10 p.m, 3,536 7,936 9,683 8,729 8,219 7,386 7,552
11 p.m. 3,651 7,767 9,516 8,562 8,303 7,717 7,552
12 p.m. 3,368 7,767 9,633 8,679 8,553 7,617 7,536
1 a,m• 3,536 8,186 9,233 8,662 8,386 7,586 7,563
2 &,¤• 3,286 7,851 9,266 8,629 8,669 7,701 7,535
3 ••m• 3,601 7,901 9,016 8,666 8,803 7,651 7,567
6 ¤•¤• 3,651 8,186 8,633 8,813 8,803 7,867 7,591
5 &•¤• 3,868 8,351 8,516 8,812 9,136 7,701 7,730
6 ¤•m• 6,036 8,351 8,850 8,979 8,719 7,786 7,800
7 ¤•¤• 6,336 8,767 9,683 8,896 9,219 7,701 8,072

Average daily steam lead (75 paig) for winter tem • 7,827 #/hr.

N
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6 SUMMER TERM 75 pßig STEAM LOAD IN POUNDS PER HOUR

Average
fil, May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. gun,}

1952 1952 1951 1951 1951 1951 Tggg

’ 8 ¤.m. 7,109 5,619 L,7L6 3,k7L 2,753 L,868 L,778
9 8•¤• 7,112 5,621 k,7k8 3,575 2,75h L,869 L,780

10 a.m. 7,156 5,655 Ä,777 3,595 2,771 h,900 h,795
11 a.m. 6,76L 5,3L6 L,5l6 3,L01 2,619 L,632 L,6l3
12 noeu 6,760 5,3L3 &,513 3,398 2,618 L,629 h,5kh
1 p.m. 6,5LO 5,169 L,366 3,288 2,532 L,L76 &,395
2 p.m. 6,578 5,199 L,391 3,307 2,5&7 6,50L 6,Ä21
3 p.m. 6,650 5,255 h,h39 3,3L3 2,575 h,553 L,&69
L p.m. 6,658 5,255 L,LL5 3,3h7 2,578 &,559 L,L73
5 p•m• 6,985 5,520 L,663 3,511 2,70k h,782 L,69L
6 p.m. 6,676 5,277 k,&57 3,356 2,585 Ä,571 L,&87
7 p•¤. 6,627 5,237 k,&2k 3,331 2,566 &,53& b,653
8 p.m. 6,62L 5,236 &,&20 3,330 2,565 L,535 L,h51
9 p•m• 6,538 5,167 h,365 3,287 2,531 &,h77 h,39k

10 p.m. 6,Lk8 5,097 &,30h 3,261 2,L96 L,h15 h,581
11Up•¤• 6,&23 5,076 6,288 3,229 2,h87 k,398 k,580
12 p.m„ 6,Ll6 5,071 k,28k 3,226 2,L8h h,393 L,9L0
1 a.m. 6,920 5,L70 L,620 3,h79 2,680 L,739 L,622
2 a.m. 6,L76 5,118 L,323 3,261 2,507 L,L3L L,622
3 ¤•¤• 6,h87 5,127 L,331 3,256 2,512 L,LL2 L,62L
L a.m. 6,676 5,119 h,32h 3,28h 2,508 &,h55 L,635
5 a.m. 6,536 5,166 L,363 3,317 2,531 L,L75 a,66s
6 a.m. 6,598 5,215 L,L05 3,L20 2,555 h,518 h,709
7 ¤•m, 6,803 5,377 L,5h1 3,L56 2,63h k,658 L,855 1

Average daily steam load (75 psig) fer sumer term = L,607.5
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WINTER TERH PUMPING LOAD IN POUND8 PER HOUR
Nov. Dee. Jan. Feb, Mar,Apr,‘*'°1951 1961 1951 1951 1951 1951 ",ä*f_:'

8 •,m, 70,722 62,962 63,826 60,370 75,760 71+,520 68,027
9 a.¤1. 67,966 61+,31+6 61,761 61,756 76,180 71+,520 67,750

. 10 mm, 67,380 63,326 63,121+ 62,1+1+2 71+,520 71,1+20 67,019
11 ¤•¤• 66,21+0 61,580 59,31+2 63,1+72 71+,520 72,1+50 66,267
12 neon 60,372 61,1+07 58,131 59,686 73,280 68,,993 63,61+3
1 p,m, 62,100 59,31+2 58,1+80 61,1,12 71,620 68,310 63,531+
2 p.¤. 61,916 61,751 60,272 60,372 73,900 68,310 61+,1+25
3 p,¤, 59,31+2 60,206 59,676 59,337 70,300 63,001+ 62,127
5 P•¤, 58,302 60,352 62,100 60,030 71,1+20 61,1+02 62,276

7 P•¤, 59,000 55,207 62,961+ 60,372 69,11+0 63,1+72 61,691
, 8 p,m, 59,31+2 57,960 61,060 57,262 70,380 61,756 61,950

9 p•m, 59,171 66,066 61,1+02 60,030 71,210 61,756 61,521
10 p•m• 59,171 59,166 61,756 60,372 68,720 66,,21+0 62,570
11 P•¤• 56,051 55,370 59,337 55,890 60,030 62,100 58,131
12 p,m, 56,676 55,51+6 60,366 55,102 59,820 63,1+72 56,030
1 a,m, 51+,506 53,8% 52,096 51,052 56,930 62,100 55,082
2 a.m, 53,132 53,122 52,1+1+6 53,820 66,060 61+,170 55,291
3 a.m, 51,926 52,1+36 52,1+1+6 52,1+1+1 57,135 66,21+0 55,1+32
1+ mm, 52,780 57,960 1+8,831, 51+,506 59,620 68,310 57,000
5 a,m, 59,5% 58,131 51,057 52,270 62,100 66,926 50,330
6 a.m, 59,520 58,296 52,01+8 56,232 65,1+10 71,066 60,1+32
7 e„m, 63,11+0 59,81+0 51+,162 55,370 65,21+0 68,652 61,235

Average daily pmping lead for winter term = 61,1+23 # /hr,
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SUMMER TEE! PUMPIBG LOAD IH POUNDS PER HOUR
Av•rag•

Tja Hay June July Aug, Sept. Oet, 5m¤,,•1952 1952 1951 1951 1951 1951 Term

8 •..m, 30,020 25,183 23,805 21,,81,0 26,910 l,6,9l3 29,602
9 ••m• 29,323 21+,101 ,%,323 2l+,l»9l 27,1+26 lü,263 28,719

10 nm; 31,716 25,526 23,633 25,356 27,079 1,3,970 25,6lk
ll a.¤. 28,288 21,,81+0 23,h56 2l•,8l+O 27,079 lß,191 28,11.6
12 neon 27,253 216,11+8 23,113 21,,323 25,875 38,981 27,2w
1 pm, 27,253 23,805 23,113 21,,666 26,390 36,568 26,965
2 p•m. 27,773 %,313 22,936 25,702 25,526 36,77+0 27,169
3 P,¤, 27,253 23,636 23,296 21+,666 26,01+5 36,396 26,880
h p•¤l• 27,91+5 23,636 23,805 2l+,l+96 27,8l+S 38,981 27,801
5 x>•¤• 27,253 23,!+S7 23,113 2+,323 25,526 36,396 26,677
6 pm, 28,980 23,1,91 ,23,l656 25•183 27,1,26 38,981 28:088
7 pm, 27,699 2l•,330 23,1]-3 2ü,l•91 25,875 36,396 27•l39
8 pm, 28,980 2&,!+91 23,}+56 25,357 27,253 38,299 27,967
9 pm, 28,1660 23,975 23,113 21+,667 25,1,57 37,780 27,225

10 pm, 28,636 2+,672 23,l•56 25,707 26,910 !+0,016 28,228
11 pm, 26,561 23,&56 23.,h·56 23,975 25,l+57 36,71+0 26,591 ‘
12 p.m. 27,253 ”23,&)5 21,735 23,936 26,218 37,260 26,591
1 6,m, 27,9l+S 23,805 21,735 23,l+56 25,526 38,295 26,792 _
2 mm, 27,593 23,805 21,735 23,286 23,805 37,%,6 26,36h
3 mm, 27,596 23,805 22,252 23,l,56 25,875 37,775 26,792
I, a,m„ 2l+,!+8l 22,770 21,735 22•936 25,183 38,1+66 25:931
5 ¤•¤• 26,516 22,770 21,735 22,936 23,l,56 1,1,566 26,l+20
6 •.m. 26,910 22,770 22,I+22 22,769 23,805 l•J+,8l•8 26,219
7 ¤.m, 28,283 22,770 22,l+22 23,l+36 25,703 :+6,6:,6 28,l+l•6

Average daily punping load for sumar tum • 27,233 # / hm
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